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In his book The Old Franciscan Missions of California, George Wharton James, a prolific chronicler of the California missions, wrote: “The story of the Old Mis-
sions of California is perennially new.1 The interest in the 
ancient and dilapidated buildings and their history increases 
with each year. To-day a thousand visit them where ten saw 
them twenty years ago, and twenty years hence, hundreds of 
thousands will stand in their sacred precincts, and uncon-
sciously absorb beautiful and unselfish lessons of life as they 
hear some part of their history recited.”2 Writing almost a 
century ago, James made several prescient observations about 
the mission landscapes, for just as he predicted, the missions 
have been “perennially new” because each generation has 
shaped the spaces and inscribed on them their notions of the 
past. They have been reinvented by their organic, evolving 
principles of design and by their changing reception. As much 
as the mission landscapes have changed over the past two cen-
turies, however, they remain remarkably indelible symbols of 
a venerable and venerated heritage. James recognized the im-
portance of the sites for informing the public’s notion of the 
past as they “unconsciously absorb . . . their history recited,” 
and his allusion to “beautiful and unselfish lessons” under-
scores their enduring ideological and political meanings.
The missions are central to California’s historical narra-
tive because they were the first outposts of Spanish colonial 
settlement, beginning with the founding of Mission San 
Diego in 1769. Since the mid-nineteenth century, the mis-
sion buildings and grounds have been perceived as colonial 
relics that survived the ravages of time. Their iconic tile 
roofs, white stucco façades, and colorful patio gardens con-
tinue to signify the beginnings of the state. That relatively 
simple genealogy belies, however, a more complicated design 
sequence and more ideologically complex history.
While the history of the mission buildings is relatively 
well documented, the associated landscapes have received 
much less scrutiny.3 Despite this neglect, the “mission gar-
dens” have been a formative part of the public reception of 
the sites, whose symbolism and meaning must be considered 
in the broader contexts of California historical and visual 
practices. Among these iconic landscapes, Mission Santa 
Barbara exerted a seminal influence and was the archetypal 
mission garden. The garden’s design and reception were 
framed by contests for social and political hegemony, out of 
which it emerged as a central symbol of California’s valorized 
colonial past.
Just as reception theory examines the reader’s role in 
literature, the examination of the “afterlife of gardens” con-
siders the relationship between space and its occupants, that 
is, “how they are absorbed into the experiences of genera-
tions.”4 The scholarship of W. J. T. Mitchell, John Dixon 
Hunt, and other theorists and landscape historians inspires 
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Figure 1 The Mission San Juan 
Capistrano garden and the ruined 
church as seen today (author’s 
photo)
an exploration of the hermeneutics of the mission 
landscapes—how they were known and understood over 
time and how they have become woven into the tapestry of 
California memory.5 The mission gardens were social and 
political spaces, and their study entails the bringing together 
of subject and object, space and performance, production and 
consumption to illuminate broader patterns of social and 
historical signification.
The mission garden was an invention of the late nine-
teenth century. From the initial vision and intent of the cre-
ators who planted ornamental gardens in formerly utilitarian 
courtyards, beginning with Father José Maria Romo at the 
Santa Barbara Mission in 1872, the social meanings of mis-
sion gardens have been constituted by the performance of the 
space by those who lived, worked, and visited them, including 
the resident Franciscans, visiting dignitaries, pilgrims, parish-
ioners, artists, and tourists. These meanings have been made 
tangible and communicated to a broader audience through 
text, image, and other material culture, and these representa-
tions have codified the constructed image of the sites as his-
toric relics and beautiful, sacred spaces.
The power and paradox of the mission landscapes reside 
in their reception as historic relics and beautiful, sacred 
spaces, a characterization that resonates with the California 
narrative but contradicts the colonial history of the sites. 
These luxuriant gardens sit where thousands of Native Amer-
icans once lived under the new Spanish regime. The mission 
courtyards, today filled with fountains, paths, and flower 
beds, were once dusty, bustling work spaces (Figure 1). 
The creation of ornamental Colonial Revival gardens in 
these originally utilitarian courtyards not only masks their 
historical functions but deters recognition of them as 
places where indigenous lifeways were profoundly changed 
and millennia-old cultures destroyed. Historian Steven W. 
Hackel’s compelling history of the missions from 1769 to 
1850 summarizes the tragedy:
Mission populations were to prove incapable of surviving in 
California . . . At Mission San Carlos, for example, the population 
rose for a quarter of a century after 1770 . . . but then dropped 
steadily and seemingly irreversibly once high mortality and low 
fertility undermined natural increases and the mission drained 
its pool of local gentile Indians. There, in a nutshell, is a short 
history of all the California missions. They offered the promise 
of individual and community salvation, but they destroyed nearly 
all those they intended to save.6
The transformation of mission patios from utilitarian 
courtyards to ornamental gardens began at the Mission Santa 
Barbara forty years after its secularization in 1833. It influ-
enced every other California mission, was replicated through 
the twentieth century, and still resonates with visitors today. 
This conflation of colonial mission and garden maintains an 
enduring influence on California cultural memory.7
Historical Background
California landscapes have a deep history as the homeland 
of richly diverse native peoples.8 Indigenous peoples actively 
managed the natural resources of this abundant habitat 
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Figure 2 Map of mission locations, Alta California (published by Carl I Wheat in a book or sheet published in Lahainaluna, Hawaii: Lahainaluna Mis-
sion Press, 1839, courtesy of the Library of Congress)
through controlled burning, selective harvesting, and seed 
scattering.9 It was this traditional homeland that the Spanish 
crown claimed as “Alta California” with the founding in 
1769 of Mission San Diego, the first of what became by 1822 
a chain of twenty-one missions stretched along the coast and 
inland valleys (Figure 2). Established in the name of Spain 
by Franciscans under the leadership of Junípero Serra to 
Christianize the indigenous peoples of California, the 
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missions varied in size and prosperity, but grew to house 
some 13,500 “neophytes” (as the baptized Native Americans 
were called) by 1800.10 They became part of the Mexican 
territory in 1822, following Mexico’s War of Independence, 
and they were secularized in 1833.11 Between 1769 and 1833 
the missions were run by Franciscans with the assistance of 
a small number of soldiers at each mission and larger forces 
housed in garrisons or presidios that could be called upon 
when needed.12 The missions were intended to be self-suf-
ficient plantations, often providing food and labor for the 
nearby presidios as well the mission residents, and the larger 
missions eventually produced enough grain, hemp, olive oil, 
tallow, and hides to export.13
The functions of the missions as productive farms and 
ranches and as institutions intended to convert and civilize 
the native populations were reflected in the design of their 
landscapes. A visitor to a mission in the early nineteenth cen-
tury would find a central compound with a church, cemetery, 
and attached buildings, often arranged in a quadrangle, 
which housed the priests, craftsmen, and, in some missions, 
the unmarried native women.14 The arrangement of the 
adobe structures in a quadrangle with an interior arcade fol-
lowed a centuries-old pattern of Franciscan monasteries. 
The mission landscape was structured for efficiency and 
control—both in the production of crops and goods and the 
oversight of neophytes.15 The area within the quadrangle, 
sometimes called the patio or courtyard, provided protected 
and easily monitored areas for crafts, cooking, and other 
work. The neophytes lived near the quadrangle in rows of 
adobe dwellings or in clusters of traditional circular bent pole 
and bark dwellings. Outbuildings for food processing and 
light industry were built around the central mission complex 
with features such as tanning vats, soap and tallow making 
facilities, bake ovens, iron forges, kilns, weaveries, threshing 
floors, and laundries. At several missions extensive water sys-
tems supplied water for irrigating gardens, washing laundry, 
and tanning hides.16 The largest missions established satellite 
ranches to oversee the herds on distant grazing lands.17 In 
addition to the extensive field systems and pastures, there 
were vegetable gardens, fruit orchards, and olive groves 
closer to the central mission buildings. The forecourts and 
patios had scattered shade trees and possibly other informal 
plantings, but they were primarily utilitarian work spaces 
with scrubby grass or bare dirt, particularly in drier locales.
Secularization removed the missions from church con-
trol, and much of the mission land was subsequently leased 
or granted to well-placed Mexican settlers for private ranch-
ing and farming.18 In 1848 the missions were part of the 
treaty transfer of Alta California to the United States follow-
ing the Mexican-American war, and just two years later, with 
the surging population of the Gold Rush boom, California 
became the thirty-first state. The U.S. courts granted peti-
tions during the 1850s and 60s restoring the missions to the 
Catholic Church.19 These mid-nineteenth century events 
had a dramatic impact on the mission sites. The land that was 
returned to the church was a small remnant of the extensive 
agricultural holdings of the mission days. A few of the mis-
sions became seminaries or schools, but most became par-
ishes serving local communities. The properties that were 
conveyed back to the church had deteriorated while in pri-
vate hands. The groves and orchards had gone to ruin, and 
many of the adobe buildings had begun to erode from expo-
sure to rain, wind, vandals, or even earthquakes and floods 
(Figure 3).20 Most of the Native American residents had 
Figure 3  San Juan Capistrano 
courtyard, ca. 1900 (Huntington 
Library, San Marino, California)
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dispersed, becoming free landholders, tradesmen in towns, 
laborers on ranches, or domestics.21
While local priests and parishioners did their best to sta-
bilize the buildings, many of the missions were at risk of dis-
appearing altogether when in the 1880s and 90s the missions 
attracted the attention of preservationists, artists, civic lead-
ers, promoters of California’s burgeoning industries, and 
many others interested in constructing an historical narrative 
for the origins of the state.22 California was seeing growing 
Anglo-American political and social influence, and the efforts 
to cast the missions as relics of a halcyon Hispanic era roman-
ticized and distanced that past.23 Helen Hunt Jackson, Tessa 
Kelso, St. John O’Sullivan, Charles Loomis, and preservation 
groups such as the Landmarks Club (incorporated in 1895) 
in southern California and the California Landmarks League 
(established in 1902) in the north helped fund the restoration 
of buildings deemed to be in the most jeopardy, but these 
architectural projects generally ignored the mission grounds, 
whose cactus hedges and olive groves were sometimes noted 
as quaint reminders of an earlier time.24 Reviving an old or-
chard did not merit preservationists’ attention, and it required 
a long-term, continuous presence at the site to water and tend 
the plants. Only by the 1910s and 1920s were the landscapes, 
then overseen by parish priests or other administrators, given 
significant attention. By that time Santa Barbara was the well-
established model of a mission garden.
The fact that all of the missions standing today have 
some form of mission garden is an enduring testimony to 
Santa Barbara’s influence. Most are now owned by the Roman 
Catholic Church and continue to be active centers of worship, 
pastoral care, and outreach, with schools, retreat centers, and 
archives offering educational, spiritual development, and re-
search opportunities.25 While only the two California State 
Park–owned missions are managed exclusively as secular his-
toric sites, all are open to the public and marketed as tourist 
destinations where California history is interpreted.
The gardens of the twenty-one missions that today range 
up the California coast from San Diego to Sonoma are varied 
in layout and plant material, but are recognizable as a cohesive 
garden type. The typical mission garden is laid out in a court-
yard, either in the center of the quadrangle or in front of the 
mission. The design is centered on a fountain surrounded by 
geometric beds and intersecting paths, often edged with 
clipped hedges (Figure 4). The vegetation varies but usually 
includes semitropical succulents, palms, and cacti. A mix of 
flowering annuals, perennials, vines, and roses provide bright 
accents. In stark contrast to the utilitarian work spaces of mis-
sion days, the patios are now colorful, lush, and peaceful places 
for visitors to stroll, take pictures, and contemplate the beauty 
of nature and charm of the historic setting.
Historiography
The scholarship of California architecture and landscape 
architecture history has influenced the popular reception of 
the mission garden.26 Throughout much of the last century 
Figure 4 Mission San Jose garden, following the basic template of intersecting paths and beds cited on a fountain (author’s photo)
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authors celebrated and romanticized the Spanish colonial 
past and obfuscated the basic chronology of the gardens. 
While today the ornamental gardens bear little resemblance 
to their utilitarian colonial forebears, the two have been con-
tinually conflated. Scholars such as Charles Adams, George 
Hendry, Rexford Newcomb, Tom Brown, and Charles 
Hosmer have rightly cited the post-mission-period origins 
of the gardens, yet others have persisted in projecting these 
modern gardens onto the colonial past.27 For example, Vic-
toria Padilla’s 1961 history of southern California gardens 
describes the mission fathers as “men of tender sensibilities 
and they endeavored to recreate in this faraway and lone-
some country the gardens of their homeland . . . . A tinkling 
fountain was a part of each garden, as were shaded walks for 
periods of meditation and prayer, plantings of lilies to be used 
for the altar, hedges of the Rose of Castile, and always a palm 
or two.”28 Typical also of this projection is Pauline Jacobus’s 
description of the Mission Santa Clara garden: “The Spanish 
constructed their missions from memories of the Andalusian 
cloister. . . . The aesthetic elements were privacy, shade, fra-
grance, and repose. A glad garden was devised, which was 
essentially a series of outdoor rooms walled apart by masonry 
and open to the sky. . . . In the center, almost invariably, was 
a fountain. Plants grown in the patios were low-growing, 
bedded, orange trees, palms, box, and cypress planted in 
pairs.”29 More recently, David Streatfield, David Gebhard, 
Nancy Power, and Allison Lake have similarly associated the 
colonial agrarian landscape with the patio gardens created in 
postcolonial times.30
The enduring misattribution of the mission gardens 
reflects two vexing deficiencies in landscape scholarship. 
First, illustrations of landscapes frequently record subtle and 
profound information that is, however, contradicted by ac-
companying texts. Second, in many architectural histories, 
different standards are applied to documenting and re-
searching landscapes and buildings. One reason the modern 
mission gardens continue to be projected onto the colonial 
past is the ongoing practice of reprinting twentieth-century 
plans and other images of courtyard gardens to illustrate 
discussions of the colonial era. Even when the gardens are 
correctly dated in the text, architectural plans depicting 
twentieth-century gardens in the mission courtyards per-
petuate the confusion. For example, Rexford Newcomb’s 
Old Mission Churches and Historic Houses of California (1925) 
included a plan of Mission Santa Barbara showing the layout 
of the patio with geometric beds arranged around the central 
fountain (Figure 5).31 His work was cited in Historic Amer-
ican Building Survey (HABS) in the 1930s, which also de-
picted gardens in several of the mission courtyards. Selected 
California HABS records were published in 1988, with an 
introduction that continued the confusion of the colonial 
workspace with more modern gardens, stating “Tanning 
Figure 5 Plan of Mission Santa Barbara with a detail of the central quadrangle and garden (from Rexford Newcomb, The Old Mission Churches 
and Historic Houses of California [Philadelphia and London: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1925], 219)
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The Mission Santa Barbara Garden
The history of the California Mission Revival garden begins 
at Mission Santa Barbara. Often called the “Queen of the 
Missions,” it was the tenth in the mission chain, founded in 
December 1786 along California’s central coast near the 
Santa Barbara presidio, which had been established four 
years earlier, and close to several Chumash Indian settle-
ments.38 Its architectural history is well documented thanks 
to the meticulous archival work of Father Maynard 
Geiger.39 The first simple wooden structures have been de-
scribed as wattle and daub or log cabins chinked with mud 
and small stones and thatched with earth and zacate grass.40 
Adobe brick and tile soon replaced the wooden huts, as labor 
and resources became available, and the first adobe church 
was built in 1789 with the first quadrangle completed in 
1796. The mission continued to expand with the addition of 
outbuildings supporting agricultural and husbandry activi-
ties and, from 1798 to 1807, the construction of an “Indian 
village” that was home to more than 1,700 neophytes or 
baptized Indians. By the 1820s Santa Barbara had become 
one of the most intensively developed missions, with a 
blacksmith shop, soap factory, weavers rooms, tannery, and 
pottery. An extensive system of reservoirs, aqueducts, and 
cisterns were constructed to supply both the daily water 
needs of the residents and the processing and manufacturing 
activities of the mission’s light industry. One of the best-
known surviving elements of this hydraulic system is the 
1808 two-tiered “Moorish” fountain and adjoining rectan-
gular basin or lavendaría in front of the mission (Figure 6).41 
Visitors to the mission before its secularization in 1833 de-
scribe a rich agrarian landscape of fruit orchards, olive 
groves, fields of grain, and vegetable gardens, as well as graz-
ing land for sheep, cattle, and horses. The central patio, 
which is today occupied by the quintessential “mission gar-
den,” was a work space where, as visitor in 1829 described, 
“carpenters, saddlers, and shoemakers were at work, and 
young girls spinning and preparing wool for the loom.”42
As at other missions, the years following secularization 
at Santa Barbara were turbulent. Although it was continu-
ously occupied and did not suffer the deterioration that mis-
sions Santa Cruz, San Juan Capistrano, and others saw, the 
instability of the 1830s through the 1860s is significant for 
understanding the genesis of the mission garden. The mid-
nineteenth century witnessed a fundamental shift in the or-
ganization and purpose of the mission. A combination of 
factors—disrupted trade, transitions in state and ecclesiasti-
cal authority, declining Native American labor force, title 
disputes, and dwindling income—severely eroded the mis-
sion’s productivity and infrastructure. At one point only four 
leather, making soap, and other such activities took place in 
the courtyard where herbal and flower gardens were also 
planted.” It also reprinted HABS plans and perspective 
views showing modern gardens, such as the 1936 plan of San 
Juan Capistrano that depicted the extensive gardens and 
paths that had been created in the 1910s and 1920s.32 Antoi-
nette Lee’s 1990 overview of Spanish missions, spurred by a 
US/ICOMOS commissioned study to identify mission sites 
eligible for nomination to the World Heritage list, focused 
on the architecture with exacting detail, but she included 
Newcomb’s 1925 plan of Santa Barbara and captioned it, 
“This drawing of a typical mission in California shows the 
church and other buildings surrounding the patio.”33 In each 
example the architecture was documented rigorously while 
the landscapes were treated as stylized graphic infill. Photo-
graphs of mission gardens illustrating discussions of land-
scape history similarly imply their colonial origins. For 
example, Charles Francis Saunders’s entry for California in 
the Garden Club of America’s massive compilation of Amer-
ican colonial garden history (1934) accurately noted that 
“the gardens about the Missions as we see them today must 
be accepted as of comparatively recent planting, though an 
old-time flavor is given by the setting.” In the same essay, 
however, Saunders wistfully imagined that “in sunny corners 
and against sheltering walls the padres would plant their 
roses of Castille and lilies of Mary, their hollyhocks and 
malva rosas, their oleanders and many another dear flower 
of that far-off Mediterranean home which most of them 
were destined never to see again.”34 Saunders’s inclusion of 
contemporary photographs of lushly planted mission gar-
dens and a plan of Mission Santa Barbara’s ornate planting 
pattern further reinforced the notion these were colonial era 
gardens.35
Not only have the mission gardens often been misrep-
resented in architectural histories of the missions, but the 
broader scholarship of the Mission Revival architecture has 
yet to account fully for the influence of the mission sites on 
the revival style.36 David Gebhard, for example, argued that 
the Mission Revival began primarily as a literary movement, 
launched by Helen Hunt’s 1883 essay “Glimpses of Califor-
nia and the Missions” and her hugely popular novel Ramona 
(1884). Gebhard locates this start of the Mission Revival at 
about 1890 and describes it as “one of the state’s first great 
exports to the rest of the country.”37 However, the replant-
ing of Santa Barbara Mission’s courtyard garden predates 
Gebhard’s starting date for the Mission Revival by almost 
two decades, and it shaped the ideas of appropriate land-
scapes for both Mission- and Mediterranean Revival- 
style residential architecture, as well framed notions of a 
nostalgic colonial past.
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friars remained at Santa Barbara, and visitors commented on 
the dilapidated state of the orchards and fields. George 
Simpson, superintendent of the Hudson Bay Company, vis-
ited the mission in January of 1842 and observed, “In the 
[earlier] days of the priests, fruits were to be obtained here at 
every season. . . . But, ever since 1836, not only had the 
branches been left unpruned, but even their very produce 
had been allowed to fall to the ground; so that now most of 
the trees were in a deteriorated condition.”43 Following the 
Franciscan’s loss of title to the mission in 1846, conditions 
worsened.44 With neither a productive agricultural enter-
prise nor a parish for income (a separate parish church served 
Santa Barbara’s Catholics), the Franciscans were left with 
high-maintenance aging buildings and few resources.45 A 
member of the first geological survey of California visited 
Santa Barbara in 1861 and found the church and monastery 
“in good preservation” but noted that “all else is ruined.” 
The neophyte residences were vacant shells, the corrals 
empty, and “the palm trees are dead, and the olive and fig 
trees are dilapidated and broken.”46
The Franciscan’s prospects began to brighten following 
the return of title to the mission property in 1861, and in 
1868 they opened the Colegio Franciscano or Boy’s College 
for day students and borders. The ambitious plan to teach 
primary grades through junior college brought in tuition and 
was intended to return the mission to prosperity. While stu-
dent enrollment did not live up to expectations and the col-
lege was closed in 1877, it marked a critical moment in the 
history of the mission garden.47 To lead the mission and this 
fledgling school, the Franciscans called upon Mexican-born 
Father José Maria Romo, who was then serving in Egypt 
trying to establish a hospice for Mexicans visiting the Holy 
Land. Upon receiving his orders in 1871 to go to Santa Barbara 
to be guardian of the college and superior of the mission, 
Romo began his journey, traveling by way of Sicily, Naples, 
Rome, Marseilles, and Paris. Fortunately, his handwritten 
diary survives, and in it he recounts, albeit in general terms, 
some of the sites he visited in each city, including monaster-
ies, palaces, churches, convents, cemeteries, and seminaries. 
He tantalizingly notes several “magnificent gardens” but re-
grettably does not offer further details.48
Upon arriving at Santa Barbara in 1872, Romo assessed 
the Bishop’s paltry support and the limited income the 
school was generating and concluded that they needed to 
attract more students. Rather than training postulants with 
a vocation to serve the church, the Colegio offered a secular 
classical education to students who had other choices.49 To 
enhance the Colegio’s appeal, Romo set about creating a 
more attractive setting and began an ambitious architectural 
project, including a $1,455 renovation of the church inte-
rior, upgrades to the dormitory rooms, and a cloister garden 
in the main mission quadrangle.50 The timing of the garden 
plans may have also been spurred by Bishop Amat’s nego-
tiations with the town of Santa Barbara to purchase rights 
to the mission’s extensive water system while guaranteeing 
the provision of free water to the mission. Correspondence 
documents Bishop Amat’s approval of Romo’s request to 
pipe water into the interior patio, and in January 1873 
Romo’s diary proudly reports the successful operation of the 
fountain.51
Figure 6 Santa Barbara Mission 
fountain, built 1808 (Huntington 
Library, San Marino, California)
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Given the influence that the Santa Barbara Mission gar-
den was to exert on California landscape architecture, its orig-
inal design and possible models are significant. The 
circumstances suggest the garden was part of Romo’s campaign 
to improve the general appearance and creature comforts of 
the mission and its Colegio. Although no plan or construction 
drawings of his 1872 design survive (and as a vernacular garden 
they may never have existed) and there is no evidence that it 
was modeled on a specific site, the basic layout of Romo’s gar-
den is consistent with what he might have seen traveling around 
the Mediterranean in the early 1870s, particularly in the con-
ventos where he lodged.52 The garden was centered on a circu-
lar basin from which issued a single jet of water, propelled by 
the gravity-fed water system of the mission (Figure 7).53 
Paths radiated from the central basin both axially and diago-
nally, creating a symmetrical pattern of parterre beds that 
looked particularly striking when viewed from the bell tower 
or the upper-story windows of the surrounding cloister (Fig-
ure 8). Those strolling the paths could admire new trees and 
garden beds planted with tropical plants, ground covers, 
bulbs, roses, perennials, and annuals. A 1903 planting plan is 
the best evidence of the species used in the early garden, list-
ing ninety-one plants. These include flowering cultivars that 
were popular in gardens of the day, such as althea, bougainvil-
lea, dianthus, geranium, heliotrope, pansies, and violets.54 
Shade was provided by grapevines trained on a wooden trellis 
that ran along the church wall and by a stately cedar that had 
been planted by Bishop Garcia Diego in 1842.55 Photographs 
from the mid-1880s onward show increasingly dense plant-
ings, maturing trees, and more precise geometric patterning, 
as edging and later low hedges were added to outline the beds 
and paths more distinctly (Figure 9).56
The design evolved over time with the addition of a 
circle of palms around the central fountain in 1908 and the 
Figure 7 William Henry Jackson, Mission Santa Barbara garden, ca. 1885 (from Ancient Missions and Churches of America [Chicago: White City 
Art Company 1894], Huntington Library, San Marino, California)
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loss of the cedar in 1909 (Figure 10).57 The design was sim-
plified in the 1930s, when the central flower beds were re-
placed by lawn.58 Today the garden is dominated by a 
towering ring of palms, but the borders are still cultivated in 
geometric beds planted with a mix of flowering annuals, suc-
culents, bulbs, and trees (Figure 11). A colorful bed of roses 
and a cactus garden have been planted along the corridor by 
the church from which, not coincidentally, tourists are al-
lowed a view into the garden. The plant material today is 
largely modern, but a few historic specimens survive, includ-
ing an early lemon species that is being propagated nearby in 
the Huerta Project.59
Romo’s Legacy
The planting of a small interior courtyard garden in 1872 
would have little significance were it not for its subsequent 
role in shaping perceptions of missions and their history. 
Romo’s idiosyncratic garden in the monastery of a small, 
backwater town on the California coast became the iconic 
model for twentieth-century Mission Revival gardens and 
an influence on Mediterranean Revival landscape architec-
ture as well. After more than forty years, Santa Barbara’s 
model of geometric beds and paths centered on a fountain 
would still inspire mission fathers elsewhere who, with help 
from parishioners and other volunteers, belatedly rebuilt the 
other mission gardens. The delay between Santa Barbara’s 
Figure 8 S. Newsom, ground plan of the Santa Barbara mission 
complex, 1903 (from Zephyrin Engelhardt, Santa Barbara Mission 
[San Francisco: James H. Barry Company,1923], 103)
Figure 9 Santa Barbara Mission garden, ca. 1888 (Huntington Library, San Marino, California)
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garden and the start of work at other mission gardens was in 
large part due to the fact that while Romo and his fellow 
Franciscans were striving for economic stability in the 
1870s, other missions were facing threats to their very 
existence. It was not until preservation efforts in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries stabilized the de-
teriorating buildings that other mission administrators 
could begin to think seriously about landscaping. Father 
St. John O’Sullivan began renovating San Juan Capistrano 
in the 1910s and planted a garden that was expanded by 
Figure 10 Santa Barbara Mission Garden stereograph view, ca. 1925 (Keystone-Mast Collection, UCR/California Museum of Photography, Univer-
sity of California, Riverside)
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nurseryman Roger B. Sherman in 1930.60 The Capuchins at 
Santa Ines planted a courtyard garden around a central 
fountain in 1924. Gardens were planted by the mid-1930s 
at Mission San Juan Bautista and Mission San Carlos in Car-
mel (Figure 12). The Comboni Fathers planted a garden in 
the central courtyard at San Antonio de Pala in the early 
1950s, and other mission parishes continue to develop their 
mission gardens today.61
Like the parishes, mission properties under civil author-
ity modeled their landscape designs on Santa Barbara and on 
the growing number of gardens at other mission sites. 
Martha McCann led the efforts to create a mission garden, 
later called a “Memory Garden,” in a public park in front of 
Mission San Fernando in 1921–23.62 La Purisima’s garden 
was constructed 1935–37 by Civilian Conservation Corps 
workers supervised by the National Park Service and Cali-
fornia State Parks Department working from a collaborative 
design developed by a team including Harry Shepherd, Em-
erson Knight, Daniel R. Hull, and E. D. Rowe.63
The perception that the Santa Barbara garden of the 
1870s was an appropriate model for these mission landscapes 
was not a simple anachronism or misattribution. The garden 
reinforced an image of the past, the missions, and the Fran-
ciscans that served multiple interests. The production of that 
image was systematic and intentional, and it resonated with 
central themes in the dominant historical narrative of the 
1880s to 1930s, which romanticized a “Spanish Fantasy 
Figure 11 Santa Barbara Mission Garden, looking toward the church (author’s photo)
Figure 12 Postcard of San Carlos de Boromeo, Mission Carmel, 1939
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Past.”64 The Santa Barbara Mission garden symbolized a past 
that was civilized, sacred, and peaceful. It reinforced the 
image of a sophisticated Spanish origin, in marked contrast 
to a Mexican heritage, reading “white” rather than “brown.” 
The garden also left no room on the narrow paths, bordered 
by intricate beds, to imagine groups of neophytes working or 
eating or dancing or being punished. The garden that Romo 
created in 1872 was designed to attract students and present 
a more comely face to the community. That outward appear-
ance became even more important to the mission administra-
tors who succeeded Romo.
With growing debt at the mission and increasing conflict 
between Romo and Bishop Amat, leaders of the order and the 
Catholic diocese decided in 1885 that the Santa Barbara friars 
should give up their identity as a separate Apostolic College 
and join the American province as a monastery.65 The new 
stewards of the mission belonged to the Province of the 
Sacred Heart, an order of Franciscans with Germanic origins, 
who wore brown rather than gray robes. They brought a dif-
ferent sensibility and notion of order. Not only did they im-
mediately embark on improvements to the mission, such as 
landscaping the dilapidated cemetery and plastering the fa-
çade, but they also reached out to the public in new ways. 
Particularly significant for the legacy of Romo’s patio gar-
den, these shrewd administrators managed to maintain both 
the mystique of a closed monastic community and publicly 
promote the “sacred garden.” In their first year the brothers 
inaugurated a formal guide program to lead visitors through 
the open parts of the mission.66 1886 was the centennial of 
the mission, and the friars partnered with the Santa Barbara 
Go-Ahead Club to organize festivities. They permitted pro-
fessional photographers access to the mission and posed in 
the garden in various contemplative stances: gazing into the 
reflective surface of the fountain basin, tending potted 
plants, or reading.
While the Sacred Heart Franciscans continued to de-
velop the mission as a monastic community and a seat of wor-
ship and learning in the late nineteenth century, they also 
recognized the value of the mission for promoting the town 
as well as their own interests in the contest between the His-
panic elite, who had long dominated Santa Barbara politics, 
and the growing Anglo presence. Following secularization 
and the resulting redistribution of land and political power, 
the town of Santa Barbara had became a highly stratified 
community of powerful and wealthy ranchers, small-scale 
ranchers and subsistence farmers, and laborers and artisans. 
After statehood, Santa Barbara continued to be one of the 
largest Spanish-speaking settlements in the state, but that 
started to change during the 1860s as the slumping pastoral 
economy led to financial ruin for many Mexican ranchers, 
while a real estate speculative bubble attracted an influx of 
Anglos. By 1870 Santa Barbara’s population had become ma-
jority Anglo, and the 1873 local elections marked the transfer 
of political power, when Californios lost all city and county 
offices except the county sheriff to Anglo candidates. The 
political change was accompanied by a parallel shift in the 
socio-economic structure of the town as Anglos accumulated 
property and established themselves at higher occupational 
levels while the Mexican (both California- and Mexico-born) 
population experienced a downward economic trend.67 These 
rising and fading fortunes were part of a broader increase in 
racial inequality. Historian Albert Camarillo has described 
this “barrioization” in Santa Barbara as the “loss of land, de-
cline of the pastoral economy . . . the continuation of racial 
antagonism . . . [and] the onset of political powerlessness 
began to create a new reality for Mexican people in Santa 
Barbara,” which included the “formation of residentially and 
socially segregated Chicano barrios or neighborhoods.”68
Within this political context, the Santa Barbara Mis-
sion’s growing prominence as a heritage site was well served 
by its association with a European gardening tradition. Ro-
mo’s design, whether it was influenced by his Mediterranean 
travels or his astute reading of the local politics, was received 
as a beautiful sacred space descending from the long Euro-
pean tradition of courtyard gardens. At a time when status 
was inextricably tied to race and the fortunes of Santa Bar-
bara’s Mexican community were declining, Romo’s design 
rendered the space as an Iberian courtyard garden and tell-
ingly avoided explicit references to Mexican design and even 
Catholicism. While its setting in a Franciscan mission im-
plicitly linked it to the contemplative religious tradition of 
monastic gardens, unlike later twentieth century mission 
gardens, Santa Barbara’s garden contained no crosses, statu-
ary, or other religious iconography. The allusions to a secular 
European garden tradition served the interests of the mission 
administrators who were struggling to keep the mission 
going in the 1870s, and it attached their project to more 
prestigious Spanish historical origins rather than Native 
American or Mexican heritage.
Garden Visual Culture and the Construction  
of Memory
The role of the Santa Barbara Mission garden in the con-
struction of the California past after the turn of the twentieth 
century is an example of the historical practices and patterns 
of production and consumption through which cultural 
memory is woven. The image of the mission garden as an icon 
of the colonial era was perpetuated in varied visual formats 
that were circulated through a variety of exchange systems. 
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Photographs of the Santa Barbara Mission pasted in per-
sonal albums, postcards mailed by the thousands, paintings 
hung in galleries and at expositions, glass slides projected by 
travelling lecturers to packed houses, magazine illustrations, 
and promotional literature all helped to embed the mission 
garden in California’s historical narrative.
The history of the Mission Revival garden recapitulates 
a set of circumstances familiar to students of Orientalism, 
but in the California context it is a pan-Mediterranean her-
itage that is constructed and made the mythical origin of a 
distinctive regional identity. The creation of the mission 
garden encompassed a set of historical, narrative, and visual 
practices that established a shared identity by naturalizing 
certain interests and marginalizing others. Just as Said, 
Mackenzie, Gregory, and others have analyzed the connec-
tions of power, space, and visuality mobilized in the con-
struction of “Orientalism,” California’s regional identity has 
invoked a construction of “Mediterranean” heritage.69 
Turn-of-the-century Californians, many of whom were re-
cent transplants from the Midwest and East Coast of the 
United States, were familiar with the discourses of Anglo-
American heritage that predominated in the eastern por-
tions of the country, where the anglocentric Colonial 
Revival had taken root. For a West Coast parallel they 
looked to the traditions of southern Europe, particularly 
Italy and Spain. The expression of this heritage in landscape 
design was an amalgamation of Iberian, Moorish, and clas-
sical influences, percolated through tours, travel literature, 
and treatises, and embraced by those who perceived a kin-
ship of climate, topography, and culture. Its fullest expres-
sion was the Mediterranean Revival architecture and 
landscape architecture movements, but it was embedded in 
a broader complex of cultural expressions including litera-
ture, history, folklore, and visual culture. Like Orientalism, 
this Mediterranean construct was both aesthetic and ideo-
logical. It was most visible in the exuberant state-sponsored 
fairs, such as San Diego’s California-Panama Exposition and 
San Francisco’s Panama-Pacific Exposition, both in 1915, but 
its authenticity derived from California’s Spanish colonial 
past and therefore resonated with particular potency in the 
missions themselves.70 The missions were thus charged loci 
for the performance of this constructed identity, whether as 
tourist destinations, artists’ subjects, or literary settings. The 
expectations and conventions that established ways of seeing 
were produced and consumed both at the mission sites and in 
the reception of their visual culture.
The missions were represented in visual media since 
their founding, when artists such as George Heinrich von 
Langsdorff, Louis Choris, and Alfred Robinson captured 
scenes of life at the missions under Spanish and Mexican rule. 
Following secularization the deteriorating missions became 
popular subjects for artists such as Alexander Harmer, 
William Rich Hutton, Edwin Deakin, Edward Vischer, 
Chris Jorgensen, Will Sparks, and Henry Chapman Ford, 
who traveled to the missions to paint and sketch their ruins.71 
As California’s economy and transportation infrastructure 
grew during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, travel 
increased rapidly. One of the most popular destinations was 
Mission Santa Barbara, due in large part to its location along 
the coastal roadway and rail lines. The Southern Pacific Rail-
road, linking San Francisco and Los Angeles, was completed 
in 1876, and Santa Barbara became a convenient intermedi-
ate stop for rail travelers, as it had been by those who made 
the trip by steamship.72 With the growing popularity of au-
tomobiles, traffic to the mission increased even more. Easy 
access combined with what was seen as the finest surviving 
remnant of colonial California’s mission days put the site on 
the map, literally and figuratively. A visit to the mission 
began to be seen as part of the Santa Barbara experience, and 
the mission began to be marketed and commoditized as a 
destination. Nineteenth-century portrayals disseminated the 
image of the garden as a heritage destination and embedded 
it in an authentic, sacred, and peaceful past.
In many ways, artists’ depictions of the Santa Barbara 
Mission in the last quarter of the nineteenth century contin-
ued the conventions of their predecessors. The images fo-
cused on the distinctive façades of the mission, setting them 
within a broader, seemingly ahistorical pastoral landscape 
with no visual reference to the growing town that lay to the 
southeast. For the first time, however, artists depicted the 
courtyard garden and other interior scenes of the mission. 
For example, Henry Chapman Ford (1828–1894), who set-
tled in Santa Barbara in 1875, made extensive sketches and 
paintings, and from these he produced a series of etchings 
featuring all twenty-one mission sites, including an engrav-
ing of the Mission Santa Barbara garden that was published 
in 1888 (Figure 13).73 The Santa Barbara garden was also 
captured by Chris Jorgensen (1858–1935), who completed a 
series of mission paintings while traveling by horse and 
buggy with his wife. Like the broader landscape views, the 
Santa Barbara garden images presented the site as a timeless 
monastic garden, implicitly associating the garden design 
with the colonial-era architecture.74 Ford’s images, in par-
ticular, have been credited with kindling an interest in Cali-
fornia’s Spanish heritage, yet they were only a small but 
significant part of the rich and varied mission visual culture 
of the late nineteenth century.75
A more pervasive factor in the dissemination of the mis-
sion image was the growth of personal and professional pho-
tography around the turn of the twentieth century, which 
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supplied a burgeoning market for images of the missions in 
many formats and with wide circulation.76 The Santa Bar-
bara Mission garden, in particular, became an icon of Cali-
fornia’s constructed past in part because photography 
directed “the tourist gaze” toward it and framed it as a sym-
bolic space and in part because it served the mission admin-
istrators’ purposes to promote the mission and embed it as 
part of California heritage.77
When the new order of Franciscan caretakers opened 
Santa Barbara Mission’s doors to professional photographers 
in 1885, Isaiah West Taber (1830–1912) was one of the first 
to offer pictures of the mission commercially. Until it was 
destroyed in the 1906 earthquake and fire, Taber’s San Fran-
cisco studio dealt largely in portraits and scenic views, and he 
published his own work as well as images purchased from 
other photographers (often unattributed), including Carleton 
Watkins, whose stock was acquired by Taber in 1881 follow-
ing Watkins’s bankruptcy.78 In about 1885 Taber published an 
image of the Santa Barbara garden in California Scenery, a 
collection of forty-one photographic prints bound in a small 
album.79 Photographs of the mission also appeared in the 
illustrated lectures of speakers—notably John L. Stoddard, 
who traveled the lecture circuit from 1879 to 1897, offering 
to packed auditoriums his dramatic accounts of the topogra-
phy, history, and local cultures of exotic locales. Stoddard 
drew on a broad range of media, including photographs, and 
his presentations on the American West contained several 
images of the Santa Barbara Mission, including views of the 
cemetery (which the Sacred Heart Brothers also landscaped 
and often called a garden) and the front of the mission.80
Photographs of the garden were also disseminated 
through the popular press, in coverage devoted to the celebri-
ties and dignitaries who toured the garden. The mission be-
came a requisite stop for celebrity visitors, including Princess 
Louise (daughter of Queen Victoria) and her husband the 
Governor General of Canada in 1882, First Lady Mrs. 
Benjamin Harrison in 1891, President William McKinley in 
1901, President Theodore Roosevelt in 1903, and King 
Albert and Queen Elizabeth of Belgium in 1919.81 The sto-
ryline of these reports was usually a glowing account of the 
visitors’ enjoyment of the historic atmosphere and beauty of 
the site. A reporter covering President McKinley’s visit noted, 
Figure 13 Henry Chapman Ford, etching of the Santa Barbara courtyard garden, 1888 (courtesy of Sullivan Goss)
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“The trip to the mission was indeed a thing in which Santa 
Barbara will have no rivals. It is the fortune of this city to pos-
sess a Mission equaled by none on the coast or elsewhere and 
it was the pleasure of a News representative as he went through 
the old church building to see the delight that overspread the 
President’s face at every turn.”82 The Belgian king and queen’s 
visit was reported nationally, including in the New York Times, 
which noted, “After mass, the party filed into the mission 
church yard, where the king planted a cypress and an orange 
tree to memorialize his visit there.”83 The news coverage and 
photographs not only spread the reputation of the mission 
garden, but reinforced its value as a destination while the dig-
nitaries modeled ideal tourist behavior.
Those who were not able to visit the mission in person 
could journey vicariously with the guidance of publications 
that reproduced large format photographs along with brief 
texts highlighting the significance of the sites. Photographer 
William Henry Jackson (1843–1942), who specialized in 
Western scenes, included an image of the garden in his 
monumental photographic survey Ancient Missions and 
Churches of America (1894). The depiction of the garden 
alongside other “ancient” settings registered it as a historic 
landscape, and if it even occurred to the reader to question 
its date, they were reassured by Jackson’s accompanying 
statement that “The sub-tropical loviliness [sic] of the Santa 
Barbara Mission garden has always been an object of admi-
ration. The Mission was founded only ten years after the 
signing of the Declaration of Independence, and its founder 
died in 1793. . . . The Mission Garden was, and still is, a 
place of peculiar beauty.”84
While books and photographic prints helped spread the 
reputation of the garden, its image was even more widely 
disseminated by turn-of-the-century postcards. The post-
card was copyrighted in the United States as early as 1861, 
but it was not until the approval of privately produced post-
cards and the introduction of a lower postal rate in 1898 that 
their use became widespread.85 Their popularity exploded 
between 1905 and 1915, when as many as 677 million post-
cards were mailed in a single year, an astonishing figure given 
that the United States population was only 88 million.86 
Santa Barbara Mission garden photographs were reproduced 
as stereographic photos, hand-tinted postcards, and eventu-
ally “real photographs” by Keystone View Company, Adolph 
Selige Publishers (St Louis), Edward H. Mitchell (San Fran-
cisco), Osborne’s (Santa Barbara), M. Rieder (Los Angeles), 
Newman (Los Angeles), Souvenir Publishing Co. (San Fran-
cisco), and the Southern Pacific Railroad (Figure 14). One of 
the most prolific was the Detroit Photographic Company, 
whose repository of images was greatly increased in 1897 
when Jackson joined William A. Livingstone at the company, 
bringing with him an estimated 10,000 negatives, which be-
came the core of their stock.87
As important as the production and dissemination of the 
Santa Barbara mission images are for understanding the site’s 
place in American cultural memory, the nature of the recep-
tion of the images is equally significant, and it is useful to 
Figure 14 Postcard of the Forbidden Garden, Mission Santa Barbara, ca. 1906
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examine how these images were collected and consumed. 
Personal photograph albums from this period included both 
purchased photos and, with the advent of amateur photog-
raphy, images taken by visitors to commemorate their own 
mission visits.88 For example, Anthony Wayne Vodges, a ca-
reer army officer, author, and fellow of the American Geo-
logical Society, created an album to record his California 
travels (1888–92) and selected nine photographs of the Santa 
Barbara Mission, including two views of the garden taken in 
1888.89 Private albums were both personal memory markers 
and mechanisms for sharing travels with friends and family.90 
The albums themselves became tangible spaces of memory 
and experience, capturing the mission visit at a specific mo-
ment and extending it through time, as the pages were 
turned, the images viewed, and stories told. Postcards mailed 
or pasted in an album similarly concretized the visit with a 
visual memento that connected place, experience, and senti-
ment. The images of the mission garden, whether it was per-
ceived as shared heritage or as an exotic destination, fixed the 
public historic site as private memory.
Part of the power of these images was the parallel be-
tween narratives that registered the meaning of the spaces 
and the visual conventions used to signify that the gardens 
were historic, peaceful, sacred spaces. For example, Jack-
son’s introduction to Ancient Missions praised the missions 
as places where “the padres planted the cross of Christian 
faith, where they taught the gentle arts to wild and savage 
men; there we may see the shrines they builded, and there 
can be learned the legends of a past filled with the spirit of 
self-sacrifice tinged with the romantic color which time 
bestows on all things that emanate from the heart or hand 
of man.”91 One of the most common visual conventions was 
to pose a solitary robed friar, usually standing next to the 
fountain and often gazing contemplatively into the reflec-
tive surface of the water or holding a potted plant. Images 
that presented the monks as nurturers and the garden as a 
place of meditation and prayer reinforced the characteriza-
tion of the missions as cradles of civilization where hus-
bandry and horticulture transformed the wild landscape 
and the brothers converted the heathen people. For ex-
ample, Jorgensen’s view of the mission garden depicts a 
brown-robed monk standing beside the fountain, and Ford 
includes a friar holding a hoe or staff. These are the only 
human figures to appear in either artist’s mission series. 
Similarly, photographers of the garden consistently posed 
a solitary robed figure in the landscape, and the visual vo-
cabulary is replicated across numerous postcard views as 
well (Figure 15). The relation of word and image is evident 
even on postcards where the simplest captions labeled 
scenes as sacred and cloistered. Postcard titles such as 
“Sacred Garden,” “Holy Garden,” “Flowers for the Altar,” 
and “Forbidden Garden,” presented the gardens as historic 
and hallowed ground. The monks within the gardens were 
depicted as living in consecrated places with associations 
both ancient and eternal. One commercial postcard of a 
brother reading in the cemetery beneath a flowering datura 
tree is captioned “Waiting for the Angel’s Trumpet.” While 
the brothers themselves called this space the “private gar-
den,” the visual vocabulary gives credence to the publisher’s 
descriptive text.92 The poses of the priests contemplating 
bunches of lilies and reading scripture convey their faithful 
service while their robes, little changed for centuries, and 
the “historic” garden setting invokes a colonial past of sim-
ilarly peaceful, holy lives. These are places simultaneously 
timeless and historic, connected to the past by the continu-
ity of their faithful Franciscan stewards.
Illustrated works of fiction that employed the Santa Bar-
bara Mission as their setting are another rich body of evi-
dence for exploring the connections between text and image. 
For example, in 1887 the widely read Harper’s New Monthly 
Magazine published the story “A Santa Barbara Holiday” 
Figure 15 Postcard of Father Onesimus in the Mission Santa Barbara 
Garden, ca. 1905
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about a group of easterners who winter in Santa Barbara.93 
In the story, Edith, the serious, thoughtful sister, goes daily 
to the mission where she sits “on the rim of the fountain 
basin dreamily gazing.”94 One day she is invited by one of the 
frocked fathers to tour the mission. Although as a woman she 
is not permitted to enter the garden, Edith looks at it through 
the sacristy doorway. “In speaking of it afterward she said she 
could not well describe it. ‘There was perfect quiet, and the 
sunlight made beautiful shadow patches on the walks. There 
is a deep corridor. . . . Some of the fathers were seated in its 
shade. I wish I could have painted it, but fear I couldn’t give 
the true coloring, it was so varied and deep.’”95 This descrip-
tion of the garden’s mystique and romance is echoed by three 
accompanying engravings of the mission by Harry Fenn.96 
Fenn employed the same conventions of depicting the “mis-
sion garden” typically seen in photographs (which may have 
been his model), but he invented an oft-repeated composi-
tion of the front of the mission. Fenn’s “The Mission Foun-
tain” shows water cascading down the tiers of the 1808 
fountain into a pool that reflects the white façade of the 
church (Figure 16). The arched colonnade on the left is bal-
anced with the dusky trees on the right, over which hangs a 
crescent moon. On the side of the fountain sits Edith, in a 
stylish striped dress, gazing toward the mission. The image 
accentuates the contrasts of the scene–the light, geometri-
cally regular architecture against and dark, organic forms of 
the woods; the reflective, shiny surfaces of the water and 
dress fabric against the rustic masonry of the fountain and 
the rough ground. Just as early photographs of Egypt estab-
lished expectations for the touristic gaze, so too did Fenn and 
other early photographers and illustrators establish ways of 
seeing or “picturing place” that persisted in mission visual 
culture ever since.97 A hand-tinted postcard from about 1903 
shows a similarly moonlit mission façade reflected in the 
calm pool of the fountain basin (Figure 17). Another exam-
ple, by photographer Carleton Watkins, framed a view of the 
mission with the fountain in the foreground, and a Google 
image search today reveals numerous modern photographs 
of that same façade reflected in that same fountain.98 While 
it is unlikely that today’s photographers have read the 1887 
Harper’s story, the conventions established one hundred 
years ago and repeated in myriad postcards, calendars, and 
guidebooks have constructed widespread credence in this 
staged authenticity. The fountain scene, with its interplay of 
light and shadow, patina and palm, its erasure of the Native 
American past, and its capture of the quintessential mission 
architectural forms has become what MacCannell has called 
“constructed recognition.”99
Fenn’s illustration of the inner garden, entitled “Gar-
den of the Mission,” is a similar representational convention 
that has endured for generations (Figure 18). Like the early 
photographers, Fenn frames the garden looking toward the 
Figure 16 Harry Fenn, “The Mission Fountain” (from Harper’s New 
Monthly Magazine, Nov. 1887)
Figure 17 Postcard of Mission Santa Barbara’s façade, ca. 1902
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northeast with the mission towers in the background. The 
central fountain anchors the foreground and two friars 
working in the garden offer both scale and human interest. 
Mirroring Edith’s account, the engraving highlights the 
contrasts of light and dark played out in shadow and direct 
light, foliage and architectural textures. The repeated 
rhythms of the arcade, piers, and windows provide the back-
drop for the plane of walks and geometric beds. The textures 
of the plantings—the dense cedar evergreen, spiky tropical 
succulents, delicate leaved fruit trees, and thick mats of 
groundcover—are accentuated even in the monochrome 
engraving.100
The wide circulation of early images of the Santa Bar-
bara Mission garden, with its resident monks and historic 
architecture, cemented the association of the garden with a 
colonial origin and sense of sacred space. The visual culture 
of the missions was in part the byproduct of a burgeoning 
tourist industry and other practices of producing and viewing 
images in the decades around the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury. These practices multiplied as images and narratives 
were reproduced across media, embedding the Santa Barbara 
garden in a broader narrative of colonial hegemony.
Mission Gardens and the Mediterranean Revival
The Colonial Revival gardens that were connected with the 
historic mission buildings also have significance for the 
broader history of California landscape design, specifically 
the Mediterranean Revival of the early twentieth century. In 
the standard telling of the history of the Mediterranean Re-
vival style garden, California’s elites, planning horticultural 
counterparts for their new Mediterranean-style estates, fol-
lowed the fashion for Mediterranean gardens seen elsewhere 
in America. Such was their passion that the style has been 
described as “almost obligatory in California.”101 The taste 
was fueled in part by the similarity of the coastal climates of 
the Mediterranean and California, which allowed groups 
such as the Southern California Acclimatizing Association 
to import from southern Europe, Australia, and other semi-
tropical locales a wide range of plants that expanded Cali-
fornia gardeners’ palettes.102
In addition to this climatic parallel, many estate owners 
had toured the gardens of Italy, Spain, and Persia, and even 
those who had not were familiar with the pan-Mediterranean 
garden aesthetic through publications such as Edith Whar-
ton’s Italian Gardens and Their Villas (1903), Charles Latham’s 
Figure 18  Harry Fenn, illustration of the 
Santa Barbara Mission garden (from Harp-
er’s New Monthly Magazine, Nov. 1887)
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(1891). He not only noted the climatic and topographical 
similarities, but promoted California as a garden “in per-
petual bloom and fruitage, where semi-tropical fruits mature 
in perfection, and the most delicate flowers dazzle the eye 
with color the winter through.”104 He included an illustra-
tion, “In the Garden at Santa Barbara,” showing the classic 
pose of the monk beside the fountain with the mission towers 
looming in the background (Figure 21). The Santa Barbara 
garden was the embodiment of Old World heritage trans-
planted in the new Eden.
These connections between the Santa Barbara Mission 
and the garden traditions of the Mediterranean were appre-
ciated by those crafting landscapes for California elites, par-
ticularly in the Santa Barbara area. Designers such as 
Lockwood de Forest, Jr., and Bertram Goodhue gave their 
clients exotic oases with playing water and intricate colored 
tile work that echoed both the European gardens shown in 
travel books and the similar, nearby garden at one of the most 
The Gardens of Italy (1905), Constance Villiers-Stuart’s Span-
ish Gardens (1929), Helen Fox’s Patio Gardens (1929), and 
Arthur and Mildred Byne’s series on Spanish gardens and 
patios. These books were filled with romantic descriptions 
and richly illustrated with photographs of sites, and they in-
cluded details, plans, and other elements that informed resi-
dential garden design (Figure 19).103 The images in these 
books reinforced the Mediterranean design aesthetic, while 
the texts argued for its suitability for California. Villiers-
Stuart, for example, reproduced plans, sketches, and photo-
graphs of iconic Spanish sites such as the Alhambra and the 
Alcázar. Her illustrations, such as views down a garden axis 
and oblique perspectives into a courtyard gardens through 
arches, employed conventions like those familiar in repre-
sentations of the missions (Figure 20). Prolific editor and 
journalist Charles Dudley Warner wrote an account of the 
climate and resources of Southern California, signaling its 
Mediterranean parallels explicitly with the title Our Italy 
Figure 19 Ralph L. Reaser, illustrator, plan of the Garden of the Prince, Aranjuez (from Helen Morgenthau Fox, Patio Gardens [New York: Macmil-
lan, 1929])
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prominent historic sites in the state. Many clients were not 
only readers of garden literature and veteran travelers, but 
fervent Californians who built houses in the Santa Barbara 
hills, where a view of the mission was highly valued. A 1908 
Sunset article noted with some humor, “If a property owner 
here can not build his house so that he may see the mission 
towers he considers life a failure and moves away. Neighbors 
quarrel over which has the view. . . . Oak trees are felled, 
rocks are blasted, houses are razed, that a new vision of those 
two towers and their bells may be secured as part of one’s 
realty holding.”105 For owners of Santa Barbara estates, a 
“Mediterranean” garden style offered not only the allure of 
European antecedents, but an association with a prominent 
local historical site and the charm of its romanticized past.106 
Although created as recently as 1872, the garden at Mission 
Santa Barbara was popularly perceived as a colonial relic that 
referenced European garden traditions in a uniquely 
Californian idiom. For California’s recent immigrants, look-
ing for a distinctive garden style that was adapted to the cli-
mate and sympathetic to their idea of living in a “land of 
sunshine,” the appeal of the Santa Barbara Mission garden 
in its historic, authentic setting was compelling. It was a his-
torical precedent for modern landscapes that celebrated 
California as a beautiful and cultured “new Eden.”
From the turn of the twentieth century onward, those 
responsible for caring for the missions, including preserva-
tionists, Franciscans, Catholic parish administrators, and state 
parks employees, capitalized on the synergy between the new 
residential gardens of the elite and the reconstructed gardens 
of the missions. Allegedly created by the learned and noble 
founding mission fathers who came to save heathens and tame 
the wilderness, the gardens stood as an enduring legitimation 
of “civilization” and “progress.” In sum, the Santa Barbara 
Mission garden could be “read” conveniently as both the 
legacy of colonial victors and the heritage of elite white soci-
ety. The layers of romanticized and racialized meaning ac-
crued over time as other missions added their own gardens 
and wealthy clients called on designers to construct Mission 
and Mediterranean style estates. The understanding that 
Figure 20 View of the Court of Daraxa, the Alhambra (from Constance 
M. Villiers-Stuart, Spanish Gardens, [New York : Charles Scribner’s 
Sons 1929])
Figure 21 “In the Garden at Santa Barbara Mission” (from Charles 
Dudley Warner, Our Italy [New York: Harper and Brothers 1891])
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Romo’s Santa Barbara garden design directly referenced 
Spain or Italy, rather than the Mexican or Native American 
landscapes, was added incentive to replicate it at other mis-
sions and California county estates.
Landscape design and its visual representations are critical 
media in the production and reception of cultural memory 
and meaning, and the history of the Santa Barbara Mission 
garden reveals the complex, recursive relationships be-
tween the site and its broadly circulated images and narra-
tives. The ongoing presentation and reception of the 
postcolonial garden as a peaceful, sacred, historic land-
scape also raises issues for the contemporary stewardship 
and interpretation of the missions.107 The themes that 
resonated across the narratives and images in the late nine-
teenth century continue to influence the reception of the 
mission sites today, and James’s prediction of “perennially 
new” missions where “hundreds of thousands will stand in 
their sacred precincts, and unconsciously absorb beautiful and 
unselfish lessons of life as they hear some part of their history 
recited” has come to pass. At the missions, museum exhibits, 
memorial markers, and text panels convey with varying 
degrees of specificity the devastating cultural transformations 
wrought by the imposition of Spanish rule, and yet the gar-
dens continue to influence the reception of the sites pro-
foundly, as visitors stroll the garden paths, gazing at the 
flower beds and cascading fountains (Figure 22). Photo-
graphs posted by the thousands on-line and mission models 
crafted each year by fourth graders exemplify the enduring 
conflation of the mission gardens with a colonial history and 
the continued reception of the gardens as sacred, peaceful, 
and beautiful historic spaces. The gardens continue to in-
form the public memory California’s past, and their contested 
history continues to matter deeply to diverse constituencies 
with interests in how the sites are managed and interpreted.108
While the politics of race and power have been and con-
tinue to be inscribed in the mission gardens, their popularity 
also offers an intellectually accessible and physically tangible 
opportunity for spurring dialogue about the historiography 
of the sites. The gardens offer an opportunity to expand the 
concept of historic preservation to include cultural land-
scapes. While a number of the missions are on the National 
Register, none lists the gardens as contributing resources, 
despite the fact that they are some of the oldest gardens in 
Figure 22 Mission Santa Inez Garden (author’s photo)
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the state. Caring for the gardens is generally the responsibil-
ity of volunteers or the general maintenance staff, or the 
work is contracted out to landscaping companies with little 
or no consideration of the historic plant material or the mul-
tivalent histories of the spaces. By developing stewardship 
programs that address the historic significance of the gardens 
and interpretive programs that reveal the social relationships 
and ideologies encoded in the landscapes, the sites have the 
potential to become a locus for dialogue about the history of 
the missions and allow us to reexamine accepted notions of 
California history.109
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